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Abstract. How the combination of positive and negative species interactions acts to drive community dynamics is a fundamental question in ecology. Here we explore one aspect of this question by expanding the theory of predator-mediated coexistence to include the potential role of facilitation between the predator and inferior competitor. To motivate and illustrate our simple model, we focus on sea-urchin–algae interactions in temperate rocky reef systems and incorporate recruitment facilitation, a common characteristic of marine systems. Specifically, the model represents sea urchin grazing on macroalgae, macroalgal competition with crustose coralline algae (CCA), and facilitation of sea urchin recruitment to CCA. These interactions generate alternative stable states, one dominated by macroalgae and the other by urchins, which do not occur when recruitment facilitation of urchins to CCA is ignored. Therefore, recruitment facilitation provides a possible mechanism for alternative kelp forest and urchin barren states in temperate marine systems, where storm events or harvesting of urchins or their predators can drive switches between states that are difficult to reverse. In systems with such dynamics, spatial management such as no-take marine reserves may play a crucial role in protecting community structure by increasing the resilience to shifts between states.
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INTRODUCTION

The prevalence of positive species interactions and their potential to drive community dynamics has become increasingly apparent in both theoretical and applied ecological research (Bertness and Callaway 1994, Bruno et al. 2003, Halpern et al. 2007). In particular, understanding the way in which they interact with negative interactions (e.g., predation and competition) to structure ecological communities is a basic question in ecology. Here we explore how positive interactions can affect the coexistence of competing species and whether the feedback loops generated by positive interactions can drive alternative stable states.

Alternative states occur when a community of interacting species can exist in multiple organizational states dominated by distinct species assemblages for a given set of environmental conditions (Lewontin 1969, Holling 1973). This phenomenon is distinct from phase shifts, where the system state may shift dramatically with changing environmental conditions but only one state can exist for any given set of conditions. Theoretical studies indicate the potential for alternative states to occur in simple community models (e.g., Noy-Meir 1975, May 1977, Collie et al. 2004). While ecologists debate the empirical evidence required to demonstrate alternative states (Connell and Sousa 1983, Thrush et al. 2009), data suggestive of threshold dynamics (characteristic of both alternative states and phase shifts) exist from terrestrial (Friedel 1991, Suding and Hobbs 2009), freshwater (Carpenter et al. 1985), and marine systems (Sutherland 1974, Scheffer et al. 2001, Petraitis and Dudgeon 2004, Casini et al. 2009). For example, temperate reefs are frequently characterized as either kelp forests dominated by foliose macroalgae or barren areas dominated by urchins and crustose coralline algae (Paine and Vadas 1969, Estes and Palmisano 1974, Harrold and Pearse 1987, Witman and Dayton 2001), with each community assemblage being long lasting and difficult to reverse (Konar and Estes 2003, Shears and Babcock 2003). Storm events and changes in sea urchin grazing pressure are two major drivers triggering switches between kelp forests and urchin barrens (Dayton and Tegner 1984, Konar and Estes 2003), where changes in urchin grazing pressure may depend on variation in urchin recruitment, urchin disease, fisheries harvest of urchins and their predators, and regional oceanographic context (Tegner and Dayton 2000, Shears and Babcock 2003, Behrens and Lafferty 2004, Salomon et al. 2008).
Although kelp and urchin-dominated reef assemblages are often used to exemplify multiple states (Hughes et al. 2005), questions remain over whether these and other communities naturally occur as alternative states and, if so, what mechanisms maintain and drive transitions between states. For example, Connell and Sousa (1983) conclude that relevant and adequate empirical examples of alternative states involve anthropogenic control of the system, and they highlight the suggestion from Paine (1977) that consumers should readily invade prey-dominated states, which calls into question whether a community without consumers can be an alternate stable state. Identifying whether alternative states exist and, if so, what mechanisms drive them can both enhance our understanding of the processes structuring communities and inform conservation and management policies designed to restore ecosystems to a desired state (Scheffer et al. 2001, Suding and Hobbs 2009, Thrush et al. 2009). For example, if a temperate reef system has shifted from a kelp forest to an urchin barren after intensive harvesting of urchin predators and only one state is stable for a given set of parameters, a moratorium on harvest should allow recovery of the predator and a return to the kelp forest state without further impediment. However, if alternative states exist, the processes maintaining those states may impede the return to the kelp forest state, even without further harvesting of urchin predators.

One possible source of the feedback loops required to maintain alternative states is the facilitation of recruitment (Petraitis and Latham 1999, Dudgeon and Petraitis 2001), the tendency, common in marine systems, for organisms such as fish and invertebrates to preferentially recruit to a habitat in the presence of specific invertebrates and/or algae (Halpern et al. 2007). For example, on temperate reefs, crustose coralline algae (CCA; e.g., Lithothamnion spp., Lithoporellum spp., and their close relatives) release chemical cues that induce the settlement and metamorphosis of invertebrate grazers such as abalone (Morse et al. 1979, Morse and Morse 1984, Strathmann 1987) and sea urchins (Pearce and Scheibling 1990). Juvenile grazers often occur at high densities in “nursery grounds” of CCA-covered rocks, and evidence suggests that CCA rely on grazers to prevent overgrowth by competitively dominant fleshy macroalgae (e.g., kelp; Paine 1980, Steneck 1982, 1983, 1986). Furthermore, kelp beds can reduce grazer recruitment by overgrowing coralline crust settlement surfaces (Paine 1980). Kelp stands can also reduce grazer post-recruitment survivorship and/or density by physical abrasion, occupying space, and providing habitat for recruit micropredators (Underwood and Jernakoff 1981, Rowley 1989, 1990, Konar and Estes 2003). These potential negative effects of kelp on grazer recruits could explain grazer-CCA recruitment facilitation despite the potential for settlement in locations with lower food (i.e., macroalgae) availability at later life history stages (many grazers feed primarily on epiphytic diatoms during early life history stages). Furthermore, by grazing macroalgae, adult grazers maintain suitable habitat for larval settlement and juvenile survival (Miner et al. 2006). Ultimately, CCA facilitation of grazer recruitment enhances future grazing and subsequently CCA survival (see Plate 1), while kelp inhibition of grazer recruitment and survivorship reduces future grazing and subsequently enhances kelp survival.

Due to these grazing- and recruitment-based feedback loops, sea urchin recruitment may depend on high CCA and low macroalgal cover, while these species also interact through CCA-macroalgal competition for space and light (Paine 1980, Steneck 1986). Therefore, a threshold sea urchin density may be necessary to suppress macroalgal densities to a level where enough CCA can exist for large-scale urchin recruitment and subsequent urchin dominance. Similarly, a reduction in urchins to a particular threshold density may be necessary to allow barren states to transition to forested states. Thus recruitment facilitation may play a role in generating alternative urchin-dominated and macroalgae-dominated states in temperate reefs.

The goal of this paper is to explore the extent to which recruitment facilitation can cause the emergence of alternative states in temperate reefs, as an illustration of how positive interactions might interact with competition and predation to drive community structure. To this end, we construct a simple model of urchin, CCA, and kelp dynamics and analyze the model under different degrees of urchin-CCA recruitment facilitation, from none to obligate. In addition, we examine how the degree of facilitation determines the effect of changing urchin mortality on the system.

**Model and Analysis**

The model follows herbivorous sea urchin (\(H\)), macroalgae (\(A\)), and crustose coralline algae (CCA; \(C\)) dynamics, where the herbivores graze on the macroalgae, the macroalgae and CCA compete, and sea urchins preferentially recruit to CCA (Fig. 1). For all of these interactions, we choose the simplest possible model structure in order to determine whether recruitment facilitation can drive alternative stable states in the most basic case. For example, we model macroalgal–CCA competition as Lotka-Volterra competition for space, where each species \(Y\) (A for macroalgae or C for CCA) has population growth rate \(r_Y\) (increase in cover due to both growth and recruitment), carrying capacity \(K_Y\) (e.g., total area of suitable habitat available), and competitive effect on species \(Z\), \(\sigma_{YZ}\). We assume that macroalgae are superior competitors to CCA and thus \(\alpha_{AC} > K_C/K_A\) and \(\alpha_{AC} < K_A/K_C\) (i.e., macroalgae have a strong competitive effect on CCA while CCA have a weak competitive effect on macroalgae; Paine 1980, Steneck 1983; but see Johnson and Mann 1986, Bulleri et al. 2002).

Herbivore grazing on macroalgae occurs at a rate \(\delta_H\), and herbivores convert a proportion of the energy
gained from grazing into population growth according to the constant $\beta_H$. In addition, herbivores experience mortality (due to predation, natural mortality, and/or harvesting) at a rate $\delta_H$. Note that this model structure assumes that herbivores rely exclusively on the modeled macroalgae to obtain the energy necessary for reproduction, and without this food source the urchin population will decline. Urchins can eliminate entire kelp forests from large areas and then persist at high densities under food-limited conditions by reallocating body resources (Edwards and Ebert 1991) and feeding on drift algae produced elsewhere (Duggins 1981, Pearse 1981, Ebeling et al. 1985, Harrold and Reed 1985). This reality may be modeled as a very low natural mortality component to $\delta_H$, where we assume that the reallocation of resources under food limitation includes a reduction in reproduction. Also, we assume closed herbivore dynamics for simplicity and tractability; see Discussion for the implications of this assumption.

Finally, to model facilitation of herbivore recruitment to CCA, we define $f_H$ as the proportional strength of the recruitment facilitation, where $f_H = 0$ for no recruitment facilitation (i.e., no relationship between CCA density and herbivore recruitment) and $f_H = 1$ for obligate recruitment facilitation (i.e., CCA presence is necessary for herbivore recruitment to occur). For an intermediate recruitment facilitation strength ($0 < f_H < 1$), a proportion $1 - f_H$ of the total possible herbivore recruitment ($\beta_H \delta_H A$) occurs regardless of CCA density, and the proportion of the remaining possible herbivore recruitment ($f_H \beta_H \delta_H A$) that occurs increases linearly with CCA density, expressed as a fraction of its carrying capacity ($C/K_C$).

Given these definitions, the model dynamics are as follows (see Fig. 1):

$$\frac{dC}{dt} = C \frac{r_C}{K_C} (K_C - C - \alpha_{CA} A)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$\frac{dA}{dt} = A \left( \frac{r_A}{K_A} (K_A - A - \alpha_{AC} C) - \delta_H H \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$\frac{dH}{dt} = H \left[ \beta_H \delta_H A \left( 1 - f_H + f_H \frac{C}{K_C} \right) - \mu_H \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In order to analyze the model presented in Eqs. 1–3, we use classic local stability analysis of calculating the leading eigenvalue (or Routh-Hurwitz criteria) of the Jacobian matrix evaluated at each equilibrium. After calculating the conditions necessary for existence and stability for each equilibrium, we rearrange the conditions to determine how they depend on both recruitment facilitation strength and herbivore mortality (see Stability analysis). We then graphically integrate these mathematical results to determine the potential for alternative stable states (see Integration of model results; Figs. 2 and 3).

**Stability analysis**

The model has five biologically relevant (real, nonnegative) equilibria: (1) the zero equilibrium with no species present, (2) the CCA-dominated equilibrium without herbivores or macroalgae, (3) the macroalgae-dominated equilibrium without herbivores or CCA, (4) the macroalgae–herbivore equilibrium without CCA, and (5) the “internal” equilibrium with all species present. Below we step through the conditions (relative parameter values) necessary for each of these equilibria to exist biologically and be locally stable. Note that the potential for zero densities in all but the internal equilibrium is a byproduct of our use of a closed system limited to these three species’ interactions for tractability. In reality, we do not necessarily expect these species to decline to extinction, but rather consider the zero values representative of substantially reduced densities of the species considered compared to the equilibria where they dominate.
and the threshold herbivore mortality that determines whether the macroalgae-dominated equilibrium is locally stable is

$$\mu_{H1} = \beta_H\delta_{H}K_A(1 - f_{H1}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Next, for the macroalgae-herbivore equilibrium \((\bar{C} = 0, \bar{A} = \mu_{H1}/(\beta_H\delta_{H}(1 - f_{H1})), \bar{H} = T_A(K_A - \bar{A})(K_A\delta_{H}))\) the condition for the equilibrium to exist biologically (in particular, for \(\bar{H} > 0\)) is the same as the condition for the macroalgae-dominated equilibrium to be locally unstable \((f_{H} < f_{H1} \text{ or } \mu_{H} < \mu_{H1})\). Then the macroalgae-herbivore equilibrium is locally unstable if \(\alpha_{CA}\mu_{H} < K_A\beta_H\delta_{H}(1 - f_{H1})\) and is locally stable otherwise. Rearranging this stability condition, the threshold recruitment facilitation strength that determines whether the macroalgae–herbivore edge equilibrium is locally stable is

$$f_{H2} = 1 - \frac{2\alpha_{CA}\mu_{H}}{\beta_H\delta_{H}K_A}$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

and the threshold herbivore mortality that determines whether the macroalgae–herbivore edge equilibrium is locally stable is

$$\mu_{H2} = \frac{K_A\beta_H\delta_{H}(1 - f_{H1})}{\alpha_{CA}}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

Note that there cannot be any CCA–herbivore equilibrium without macroalgae as the herbivore depends exclusively on the macroalgae for productivity. In addition, an equilibrium with just macroalgae and CCA \((\bar{H} = 0\) does not exist biologically \((it \text{ is not possible to have positive values for both } \bar{A} \text{ and } \bar{C})\) under the assumption that macroalgae are superior competitors to CCA \(\alpha_{AC} < K_A/K_C, \alpha_{CA} > K_C/K_A\).

Finally, conditions for the internal equilibria (all species at nonzero densities) to exist biologically and be locally stable depend on whether recruitment facilitation occurs. When facilitation occurs \((f_{H} > 0\)), there are two possible internal equilibria: one with greater macroalgal density and lower CCA density and one with lower macroalgal density and greater CCA density; the relative value of the herbivore density in these two equilibria depends on the parameter values. When they exist biologically, the internal equilibrium with the greater macroalgal and lower CCA density is always locally unstable and the internal equilibrium with the lower macroalgal and greater CCA density is always locally stable. Both of these equilibria exist biologically (positive real values for \(\bar{A}, \bar{C}, \text{ and } \bar{H}\)) when \(\beta_H\delta_{H}K_C > 4\alpha_{CA}\mu_{H}\). Rearranging this existence condition, the upper threshold recruitment facilitation strength necessary for the existence of the internal equilibria is

$$f_{H3} = \frac{\beta_H\delta_{H}K_C}{4\alpha_{CA}\mu_{H}}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)
and the upper threshold herbivore mortality necessary for the existence of the internal equilibria is

\[ \mu_{\text{II3}} = \frac{\beta_{\text{H}} \delta_{\text{H}} K_{\text{C}}}{4 \alpha_{\text{CA}} f_{\text{H}}}. \]

On the other hand, without facilitation \( f_{\text{H}} = 0 \), only one internal equilibrium value exists; this equilibrium is biologically relevant \( (\hat{C} > 0) \) for \( \mu_{\text{H}} < K_{\text{C}} \beta_{\text{H}} \delta_{\text{H}} / \alpha_{\text{CA}} \) and is locally stable throughout that parameter space.

Integration of model results

In Figs. 2–3, we plot the densities of each species (herbivores, macroalgae, and CCA) at the equilibria where local stability is possible (solid lines to represent conditions under which the equilibria are locally stable and broken lines for locally unstable conditions), depending on parameter values (specifically, on recruitment facilitation in Fig. 2 and on herbivore mortality in Fig. 3). Both the internal equilibrium (greater CCA, lower macroalgae) as well as the macroalgae-dominated or macroalgae–herbivore edge equilibria can simultaneously be locally stable for a subset of parameters (i.e., alternative stable states can exist) when \( f_{\text{H13}} > f_{\text{H12}} \).

Whether this condition holds in the general case depends on the relative parameter values (specifically, whether \( \beta_{\text{H}}^2 \delta_{\text{H}}^2 K_{\text{C}} K_{\text{A}} + 4 \alpha_{\text{CA}} \mu_{\text{H}} \beta_{\text{H}} \delta_{\text{H}} K_{\text{A}} \)). This condition always holds, and alternative stable states for a range of parameters always occur, in the specific case when the macroalgae and the CCA have the same carrying capacity \( (K_{\text{A}} = K_{\text{C}}) \); this case can apply if the macroalgal and CCA population sizes represent total surface area covered and they are competing for space (Paine 1980, Steneck 1983), which is biologically plausible if the macroalgae represent a broad guild of fleshy algae. Regardless, given \( f_{\text{H13}} > f_{\text{H12}} \), the alternative stable states exist for intermediate recruitment facilitation strength \( (f_{\text{H2}} < f_{\text{H}} < f_{\text{H13}}; \) Fig. 2). Note that it is possible for \( f_{\text{H13}} > 1 \), in which case alternative stable states exist for all biologically relevant facilitation values greater than \( f_{\text{H12}} \) (i.e., \( f_{\text{H2}} < f_{\text{H}} \leq 1 \)). However, without facilitation \( (f_{\text{H}} = 0) \), the internal equilibrium is always
the only locally stable state when it exists (i.e., no alternative stable states exist).

Therefore, without facilitation ($f_H = 0$), only one equilibrium is locally stable for a given herbivore mortality value ($\mu_H$; Fig. 3, left column), where that state changes from the internal equilibrium to the macroalgae–herbivore edge equilibrium to the macroalgae-dominated equilibrium as herbivore mortality increases. For intermediate facilitation ($0 < f_H < 1$), alternative stable states exist for intermediate herbivore mortality values ($\mu_{H2} < \mu_H < \mu_{H3}$; Fig. 3, middle column; note that this requires $\mu_{H3} > \mu_{H2}$, identical to the $f_{H3} > f_{H2}$ condition given above necessary for alternative stable states to occur), with the macroalgae-dominated equilibrium the only locally stable state for high herbivore mortalities ($\mu_H > \mu_{H3}$) and the internal equilibrium the only locally stable state for low herbivore mortalities ($\mu_H < \mu_{H2}$). For obligate facilitation ($f_H = 1$), the herbivore–macroalgae edge equilibrium without CCA does not exist because CCA is required for herbivore recruitment. In this case, alternative stable states of the internal and macroalgae-dominated equilibria exist for all herbivore mortalities below the threshold for the existence of the internal equilibrium ($\mu_H < \mu_{H3}$; Fig. 3, right column); otherwise, the macroalgae-dominated state is the only locally stable state.

The parameter-dependent existence of alternative stable states leads to hysteresis, where the path of how the system state changes in response to incrementally changing a parameter differs depending on whether the parameter is increasing or decreasing. In the context of temperate reefs, hysteresis implies that recovery from urchin barrens to kelp forests follows a different trajectory from that observed during deforestation, from kelp forests to urchin barrens, in a changing environment. Here we illustrate this property by incrementally increasing and then decreasing the herbivore mortality, starting with the species densities from the end of the previous simulation, and running each simulation until equilibrium. For intermediate herbivore mortality, where alternative stable states exist, the predicted equilibrium outcomes follow a different path depending on the direction of change in herbivore mortality (Fig. 4).

**DISCUSSION**

We demonstrate that the inclusion of facilitation beyond a minimum threshold can lead to alternative stable states (Fig. 2) and thus hysteresis (Fig. 4) in a predator–prey–competitor system. As we illustrate our
model with competition between crustose coralline algae (CCA) and macroalgae, grazing of macroalgae by sea urchins, and the potential for facilitation of urchin recruitment to CCA, this potential for hysteresis suggests that alternative macroalgae-dominated and urchin barren states on temperate reefs are feasible and provides a potential mechanistic explanation for them (Paine and Vadas 1969, Estes and Palisano 1974, Konar and Estes 2003, Shears and Babcock 2003, Behrens and Lafferty 2004). More generally, given the simplicity of our model and the commonness of recruitment facilitation in marine systems (Halpern et al. 2007), our results indicate that recruitment facilitation has the potential to play a key role in structuring marine communities (Petratis and Latham 1999).

Theoretical context and assumptions

Our model builds on the classic theory of predation-mediated coexistence (i.e., predator/grazer preference for a superior competitor has the potential to allow coexistence of competing species; Vance 1978, Chase et al. 2002) by including a positive effect of the inferior competitor (here, CCA) on predator (grazer) recruitment. The resulting increased predation on the superior competitor (macroalgae) in turn benefits the inferior competitor, leading to an indirect mutualism (sensu Boucher et al. 1982) that benefits both the inferior competitor and predator. Furthermore, this positive interaction is at the root of an emergent Allee effect (sensu de Roos et al. 2003) for the grazers, where a minimum threshold herbivore population density is necessary for them to reach a dominant state. This Allee effect emerges with greater dependence of herbivore recruitment on CCA (greater $f_{R}$; Fig. 2) because, under these conditions, a minimum herbivore density is necessary to graze down macroalgae to a level that allows great enough densities of CCA for large-scale herbivore recruitment. This trend parallels the tendency in basic mutualism models for Allee effects and alternative stable states to be particularly likely in the case of obligate mutualisms (May 1982, Dean 1983).

Therefore, existing models of mutualism can provide insight into how the potential for, and resilience (probability of avoiding shifts between alternative states; Holling 1973) of, alternative states depends on the simplifying assumptions made in formulating our model. For example, in a model with self-recruitment facilitation and interspecific competition, the potential for alternative stable states declines with spatially explicit dynamics and landscape structure (Buenau et al. 2007). Similarly, spatial dynamics can increase resilience in a model of two-species mutualism, depending on the spatial structure, dispersal dynamics, and mutualism strength (Hutson et al. 1985). Adding temporal disturbance to a spatial model with recruitment facilitation indicates that facilitation strength can determine the spatial and temporal scales of variation in community structure (Guichard et al. 2004). In addition, immigration has a stabilizing effect on modeled mutualistic communities with the potential for alternative stable states (Thompson et al. 2006). Finally, the functional response of the mutualistic interaction has a significant impact on model outcomes (Hollander et al. 2002; note that we use a linear functional response for simplicity). Given these results and the ubiquity of spatial heterogeneity and open demographics in marine communities (Caley et al. 1996), as well as uncertainty about the appropriate functional response for recruitment facilitation, these processes may be particularly important to incorporate in future model extensions.

Recruitment facilitation is one of many possible mechanisms with the potential to cause alternative kelp forest–urchin barren states that could be accounted for in theoretical models. For example, Allee effects in urchin predators could delay future reduction in their sea urchin prey and thus help maintain urchin barrens. Furthermore, top predators with relatively open populations (long larval durations and subsequently dispersal) may decouple local dynamics from any areas without fisheries and therefore lead to slower local predator recovery and longer urchin barren persistence. Another mechanism that may help maintain a CCA-dominated state is CCA sloughing their epithallus, which can inhibit algal settlement and overgrowth (Johnson and Mann 1986). Such bottom-up inhibition may be as important as herbivore top-down control in terms of preventing macroalgal overgrowth (Bulleri et al. 2002). Additional processes that negatively affect post-recruitment herbivore survival or densities in kelp beds (Rowley 1989, 1990), such as physical abrasion by kelp (Konar and Estes 2003), sedimentation (Phillips and Shima 2006, Walker 2007), and predation on settling urchins by micropredators (e.g., small crabs, brittle stars), may prevent urchin invasion of kelp forests. Also, the model does not explicitly account for complexity in herbivore feeding behavior beyond direct grazing, such as aggregation that may affect grazing intensity (Vadas et al. 1986) or feeding on drift algae that may allow long-term persistence of urchin barrens (Duggins 1981, Pearse 1981, Ebeling et al. 1985, Harrold and Reed 1985) and algal–herbivore edges (Konar and Estes 2003). Many of these additional possible drivers of alternative states, such as open population dynamics and physical abrasion at kelp forest edges, may be particularly important to consider in a spatially explicit context.

These additional dynamics may act in concert with recruitment facilitation to provide complementary explanations of the feasibility of, transition dynamics between, and maintenance of alternative temperate reef states. For example, abrasion may explain why urchins do not invade kelp forests at boundaries between forests and barrens (Konar and Estes 2003) while recruitment facilitation may explain why urchins do not invade kelp forests through settlement in interior regions in large enough numbers to lead to dominance. Along with
additional stabilizing mechanisms, our model ignores mechanisms that may destabilize a particular state. For example, density-dependent disease dynamics may destabilize urchin barrens: as urchin densities build up due to reduced predator densities, urchin populations become more susceptible to disease epidemics in crowded conditions and suffer greater mortality (Tegner and Dayton 2000, Lafferty 2004). In addition, catastrophic storm events are a key destabilization force as extreme wave energy can dislodge kelp holdfasts and destroy entire kelp forests (Dayton and Tegner 1984, Dayton et al. 1999). The model explored here provides a foundation for extensions that incorporate these additional stabilizing and destabilizing dynamics to compare the relative importance of the different mechanisms, including recruitment facilitation, in generating alternative states.

While at the sacrifice of biological realism, the simplifying assumptions described above allow analytic tractability and therefore much greater generality of results. In comparison, the inclusion of spatially explicit dynamics in Baskett’s (2007) kelp forest model, with a lobster–urchin–algae trophic chain, limited the analysis to numerical simulations. In that model, the qualitatively similar equilibrium dynamics found when comparing scenarios with and without lobster-algae recruitment facilitation may have depended on the parameter values chosen. The more generic analysis here helps reveal the relative parameter values necessary for alternative stable states to exist and for recruitment facilitation to drive new dynamics (Figs. 2–3).

Management implications

The potential for nonlinear dynamics, thresholds and alternative states on temperate reefs (Figs. 3–4) have several important management implications. First, incrementally small changes in herbivore (urchin) mortality may cause a community to flip suddenly to another organizational state. Then recovery back to the previous state may require larger changes in herbivore mortality than those changes that originally triggered the switch (Fig. 4). Specifically, if intensive harvesting of herbivore predators (i.e., sea otters, spiny lobster, sheephead wrasse) leads to a decline in herbivore mortality, the system can shift from high macroalgal cover (macroalgae-dominated equilibrium or macroalgae–herbivore edge equilibrium) to low macroalgal/high CCA cover (internal equilibrium) as the only locally stable state. On the other hand, if intensive herbivore harvesting (i.e., sea urchin fishery) leads to an increase in herbivore mortality, the system can shift from low macroalgal/high CCA cover to high macroalgal cover as the only locally stable state. In both cases, if natural herbivore mortality falls within the range where alternative stable states exist (Fig. 3), release of harvesting will not necessarily mean return to the original state, depending on the relative species densities at the point of fisheries reductions or no-take reserve implementation.

Consequently, simply reducing harvest on a target species (via marine reserve establishment or a decrease in total allowable catch) may not immediately lead to the recovery of community structure (as in other multispecies fisheries models with alternative stable states; Baskett et al. 2006, 2007). Rather, active ecosystem restoration such as targeted sea urchin removals or predator additions might need to be considered if more passive management approaches fail, depending on policy trade-offs and the socioeconomically desirable ecosystem state. These community dynamics further suggests that herbivore (i.e., sea urchin) fishery policies need to be carefully tuned in accordance with predator (i.e., spiny lobster, sheephead wrasse) fishery policies given that the latter rely on productive kelp forests for
both juvenile and adult habitat while both species likely benefit from kelp as a significant source of organic carbon (Duggins et al. 1989, Salomon et al. 2008). No-take marine reserves may play a critical role in the management of such multispecies fisheries with the potential for alternative states: by protecting community structure within their boundaries (Allison et al. 1998, Murray et al. 1999), reserves may enhance the resilience of populations and communities outside to shifts in organizational states (Steele and Beet 2003, Baskett et al. 2006). Finally, these dynamics suggest that an adaptive ecosystem-based management strategy could benefit from an understanding of the antecedents that precede community state shifts so that managers can anticipate and avoid undesirable state shifts.

Conclusions

In sum, this work underscores the importance of facilitation as a feedback mechanism that can drive community structure and maintain alternative states. Growing evidence from a broad range of ecosystems highlights that similar dynamics, with similar management implications, may be at work in a diversity of ecological communities (Friedel 1991, Suding and Hobbs 2009). On tropical reefs, for instance, indirect mutualism is critical for the maintenance of coral cover given that herbivorous species such as urchins (Diadema), parrotfish, and surgeonfish suppress algal competitors that would otherwise inhibit coral recruitment (Edmunds and Carpenter 2001, Hughes et al. 2005). In fact, Mumby et al.’s (2007) model of coral, algal turf, and macroalgal competition that includes coral recruitment to algal turf and algal susceptibility to urchin and parrotfish grazing produces similar hysteretic dynamics to those presented here. In terrestrial systems, the effects of plants on microclimate and soils can facilitate plant recolonization on the microscale, which in turn can drive a region’s water cycle and response to climate change (Scheffer et al. 2005). These feedbacks between vegetation and water availability on small spatial scales may cause nonlinearity in the response of vegetation to climatic variation at regional scales and are thought to play a major role in determining the stability of plant cover (van de Koppel et al. 1997).

Complex permutations of positive and negative interactions, operating simultaneously, appear to be widespread in nature and may be responsible for the transition between and maintenance of alternative states. This potential prevalence of hysteresis suggests that short-term reductions in human impacts do not necessarily ensure recovery to a pristine state. Similarly, the lack of recovery to a pristine state following a management regulation does not automatically suggest that something else caused the original state shift. Ultimately, management action will need to consider these dynamics and respond adaptively if it is to promote resilient ecosystems that can withstand or quickly recover from human disturbances (Levin and Lubchenco 2008).
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